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July has been another exciting month for the whole team at Dearman.
The first operational trial of our technology with Sainsbury’s is progressing well. Despite this being a completely new technology, which is
being put through its paces for the first time, it is out on the street delivering food to stores across London and has performed well.
The trial is giving us huge amounts of data about the system, how it operates in the real world, the operational benefits it can offer and how we
can continue to improve. We are dedicated to producing the very best technology that we can, so this process of learning and listening is vital.
It’s important to reiterate that the delivery of the first trial is a genuine team effort. Sainsbury’s continues to be enormously supportive and all
our partners including Hubbard, Air Products, Solomon and Dawsonrental are playing instrumental roles.
Meanwhile, the potential of Dearman’s technology has been recognised by the judges at the prestigious Business Green Leaders Awards,
who named the Dearman powered transport refrigeration system Innovation of the Year. I am proud to say that the system has also been
shortlisted for a respected TCS&D Award.
Finally, Dearman partnered with the Clean Air Alliance to conduct research about public attitudes to air pollution in cities across the UK. It
demonstrated the level of concern people have about pollution and the support there is for action to tackle it. Above all it reiterated the need for
new, zero-emission technologies to help address poor air quality without creating unintended consequences for operators. Dearman has an
opportunity to do just that.
Toby Peters
CEO, Dearman
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